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chatmate is a free web based chat software that can
be used for free on your website and as a

standalone application. chatmate provides text chat,
voice chat and video chat functionality. users can be
invited to a chat room with the click of a button and

can invite other users to their rooms. chatzy is a
free chat software that is similar to the popular
instant messaging app, paltalk. chatzy provides
video chat and instant messaging functionality,
however it lacks the ability to import and export

contacts and the only way to invite users to chat is
via email. if you are a new website owner or

webmaster looking to increase your revenue with an
online service and do not have much coding

experience, there are many free chat software
options available to you. unfortunately, most of

them don't provide as many features as the paid
options and also don't provide the additional

functionality that premium chat solutions have. if
you have an existing website and want to add a live
chat feature to your website then you are probably
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interested in choosing a solution that provides a
similar feature set to the paid solutions we'll look at

later. in this tutorial we will show you how to add
video chat to your website using the video chat

software, flashcoms. this video tutorial will show you
how to install flashcoms on your website and also

how to set up a video chat room that can be
accessed by your visitors. flashcoms is a multi-room

chat script that supports h264 video and can be
integrated with most websites. an important feature

of flashcoms are the ability to import the user
database from the website so that people can use
their existing accounts to video chat. the software

also comes with some plugins that enable additional
features like broadcasting, user reporting and

advertising.
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